
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

If there is a devil in the world of German Wine, then it most certainly is Blue Nun.  

Many a soul have completely turned away from all the extraordinary vinous creations of Germany 

because of a night gone truly to hell with the consumption of this pseudo beatific beverage. 

 

It wasn’t always this way though… 

 

The brand was launched by H. Sichel Söhne in 1923, featuring the wines from the incredible vintage 

of 1921. The wine itself was a Liebfraumilch (a translation of this term is beloved lady’s milk). 

Originally, Liebfrauenmilch came from the vineyards of the Liebfrauenkirche, the Church of Our 

Lady in Worms. When the Wine Laws of 1909 were passed, the name was allowed to be used on 

wines produced anywhere along the Rhine River. In addition, a multitude of grapes and wines could 

be blended to create a consistent beverage (Riesling was the base, with additions of Müller-

Thurgau, Silvaner, Rivaner and Gewürztraminer). Further, German wine labels at the time featured 

religious imagery, so it seemed appropriate for the Sichel family to include nuns on the label, 

especially when one ponders the name of the wine. The Sichels also scrapped the heavy gothic font 

ubiquitous on wine labels. And thus was born the world’s first major wine brand. The wine itself 

was a Liebfraumilch but consumers simply called the wine Blue Nun. 

So in 1930, the Blue Nun label was created. 

Before World War II, the Sichel family had fled Germany and settled in England. With a multitude of 

acumen on their side, the family thrived as wine merchants during the war years (in the late 1930s, 

the family had shipped wine in bulk to England, enough to satisfy the market for what they 

correctly predicted to be a 5-year conflict). Post-World War II, Blue Nun quickly became the 

largest selling wine in the world. Its success was accounted for in many ways, but the advertising 

campaign was genius…Blue Nun was simply “the wine that could go with ANY dish”. The family 

member most responsible for this success was Peter Sichel, who moved to the United States after 

the war. He consolidated the line extensions (the Blue Nun label had existed on 10 different wines!) 

and petitioned the U.S. government to allow the label with the nuns to be sold in the United States 

(until then, the authorities had forbidden religious imagery to be used on bottles of alcohol). 

  



 

 

 
 

If you were a wine drinker in the 1950s, ’60s, ’70s, you definitely drank Blue Nun.  

And for all the good times, what you didn’t experience was how great German wine could be. 

Specifically, Blue Nun gave the impression that ALL German wine was super sweet (the wine 

had 25 grams of residual sugar and 6.3 grams of acidity). Starting in the 1980s, though, our 

palates began to crave drier wine and consequently, German wines were no longer fashionable.  

The results were staggering… 

Forget the incredible vineyards.  

Forget the incredible history.  

Forget the incredible balance in the QmP wines.  

Simply put, forget German wines. 

So Blue Nun, forget you! 
 

So why do we, the Church of Beloved Milk from the Riesling Grape  

aka Terroir Wine Bar,  

actually carry this wine?  

In trying to compose a wholesome picture of the German wine scene,  

it is important to taste Blue Nun to better understand where we are today.  

The German wine coming to our shores today is simply extraordinary  

and we need to pay attention. And drink more of it.  

And enjoy the greatest grape from the greatest wine scape. 

So, enjoy…and remember. 
 

    Riesling, Blue Nun, H. Sichel Söhne, 2017, Germany      $18.00 

SOLD-OUT 
-this modern version of Blue Nun is not the Liebfraumilch of older days.  

-it is made from 100% Riesling grapes.  

-the residual sugar is 12 grams and the acidity is 5.7 grams 
 

*The H. Sichel Söhne company and the brand Blue Nun was purchased in 1996 by Langguth. They 

lessened the sweetness level of the wine and repositioned the Liebfraumilch as a QbA, 

specifically from the Rheinhessen Region. 

**The true cool cats know that the Beastie Boys employed an outtake from an album recorded by 

Peter Sichel over 30 years ago. Peter’s daughter Sylvia was a friend of MCA and she played the 

lifestyle album for him. So, next time you put “Check your Head” on the turntable, remember 

that the wine at Peter Sichel’s studio is always delicious… 

and it is Blue Nun 


